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ROCKINGHAM COUNTY AIRCRAFT CONTROL BY ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 

Meeting Minutes from 11/7/2014 

  The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM with 13 members in atten-
dance. There was a motion to accept the meeting minutes as printed in the latest addi-
tion of  the Tailwinds and they were accepted.  The treasurers report was forward to us 
via email as our treasurer was absent at the meeting. Report shows solvency. There was 
continued discussion on the clubs future involvement in the Plum Island event as well 
as the possible purchase of  brush cutter. Both subjects where tabled for future discus-
sion.  It was brought to the clubs attention by Mark B. that the annual web site renewal 
fee would be becoming due for approximately $130.00. A motion to appropriate the 
funds was made and accepted. It was reported that the sun shade was severely dam-
aged due to October wind  subsequently it was laid to rest. Jeremy Reicks offered to 
research the purchase of  new one. A motion was made to purchase $200.00 worth of  
gift certificates at RC Buyers to be raffled off  at the annual Christmas party. Motion 
was seconded and approved. 

With no further business the meeting was adjourned. For show and tell Neil, with a 
computer radio in hand, demonstrated some of  the set up that some of  us may not al-
ways utilize with our own radios. He passed on a couple good tips and points of  inter-
est. In addition Dennis Karoleski brought in a couple of  carcasses which he managed 
to find while foraging through the woods for his own lost toys. 

 

Prepared and Submitted by Jeff  Bullock   
 

DEC. 2014 



RC Aces 
“TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF” 

Name 
Dean Allred 

Years of Flying 
22 years 

Tell us your RC story 
I have always had a love of aircraft particularly as a young boy when I built many of the plastic 
model kits. One Christmas a Wen Mac or Cox U-Control plastic model sent the spark higher. I  

built balsa kits, the Goldberg Stuntmaster and Lil Satan if I remember. Then in 1984 my first RC 
Model the Goldberg Skylark 56. Also in late ‘84 we bought the house in Seabrook and with reno-
vations to do the plane went into storage in the garage. It was brought out and finished with cov-
ering and an engine in late ‘91 and then in ‘92 I joined the RC Aces and learned to fly first on an 
Aeromaster 40 with guys such as Gil Rimbaud, Jack Gallant, Royce Peterson and Neil Robinson 

then with some proficiency I flew the Skylark. 
Type(s) of aircraft you fly 

 I like all planes and powerplants and like to try them all and sometimes have even dabbled in 
small electric helicopters. I really enjoy the scale airplanes and flying them as if they were real. I 

currently have glow, gas and electric planes and a couple Quads and a Blade Heli. 
Why do you fly with the RC Aces 

The field is close and super well cared for. The members are a great group of laid back, and 
safe folks who enjoy the hobby and helping newcomers or an old fellow like me.  

Other Hobby Interests 
I have a collection of die cast cars and trucks in both 1/64th and 1/24th scale. Many of them are 

what are known as “Adult Collectables”. 

 

 

Mark Berard suggested a way to add newsletter content was to provide the editor with a “Tell Us 
About Yourself” page of info to better acquaint the club with each of our unique personalities and 
provide info on what makes us tick and our hobby interests. To that end I am continuing this month 
with a “Tell Us About Yourself” article on me. I hope that next month someone will help fill the 
pages with their info.    Dean 



 
REMINDER 

Club Dues will soon be due.  Your dues may 
be mailed to me or brought to the monthly 
meeting. Please make checks payable to the 
RC Aces. Mail to Keith Moreau, PO Box 73, 

Greenland NH, 03840.  Also please insure 
that your AMA is also up to date.  Without a 
current AMA you  will not be able to fly at 
the club field and a membership card will 

not be issued. Thanks a bunch,  

Keith Moreau, Treasurer 

On the left you will see the new quad I have purchased and one I highly recommend 
for some backyard fun. It is the Ominus by Dromida.com. It is a 238 mm and 2.4 
Ghz . I’ve had mine for about a month and have had considerable fun with it. It has a 
couple different flight modes and one where you press a button and then push the 
right stick one of  four ways and it will do a flip in that direction. Very durable, comes 
with spare props and charger which connects to a USB port, $79 at your LHS. Now I 
put a blurb in last month that there was a problem with one motor dying. After not 
hearing from hobbyservices.com I phoned RC Buyers and they graciously replaced 
the motor FOC. Then with no answer to the 3 E-Mails all of  a sudden I got a notifi-
cation of  impending delivery from UPS. It turned out to be a brand new in the box 
Dromida Ominus Quad. I have always had the best of  service from Great Planes / 
Hobby Services and although a couple weeks with no communication on their end 
all turned out well. Now I have a spare and you know I will break the first one some 
time. As you can see on the right photo I have tricked mine out to look more like a 
bug. I’ve given it eyes, a proboscis and antennae and done a little paint deco as well. 
Doesn’t change the flying at all!    Dean 



FROM: 
 

RC Aces c/o 
Keith Moreau 

PO Box 73 
Greenland, 

Aces Notes 
FOR SALE 

DX5E DSMX 1 year old Spectrum radio comes with 4 Spectrum rechargeable batter-
ies and wall charger, binding plug and manual. The antennae hinge pin is missing 

on one side otherwise in excellent shape. $45.00 Mark Berard 
 
 

I don’t imagine anyone has been to the field lately but would like to mention that if  
the weather is somewhat mild I run down to the Salisbury Reservation and fly out of  
the next to the last parking lot on the left. Sometimes there are folks there flying and 

sometimes not. 
 

The December meeting at the library on Dec. 4th will be a Holiday Party and all are 
invited. Bring something to eat or drink (NA) and to share with your fellow mem-

bers. The club is going to purchase some gift certificates to our favorite candy store 
to be raffled off  during the festivities. If  you can  - bring your latest project for show 

and tell. 
 

Tip of  the Month 
The picture doesn’t show as clearly as I thought it would. At any rate I was painting 
a rack (two) to hold bombs from the bottom of  a planes wing. I stuck three pins in 

the bottom (triangle fashion) of  the bomb rack such that it would stand off  the table 
and allow me to paint them without getting paint on the table or my fingers. Stick 

pins work great to pin items to your work surface or 
to make a stand for painting. My work surface, by 

the way, is two sided. One side is a luan surface and 
when flipped over is covered with plain ceiling tiles 
to allow stick pins to puncture and hold balsa items 

while building and gluing.      Dean 


